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Use of wrong type of caulk for a particular application

Use of lower quality caulk

Washing surface before product fully cured

Objects (furniture, for example) rubbing against the walls

Frequent washing and spot cleaning

Use of flat paint in highly trafficked areas, where a higher sheen level would be
desirable
Use of lower grades of paint with poor stain and scrub resistance (see Poor Stain
Resistance and Poor Scrub Resistance)

Use of low quality semi-gloss or gloss acrylic paints

Poorly fitting door or sash in frame

Not allowing sufficient dry time for the coating before closing doors or windows

Previous coating giving way

Moisture seeping into the home through the exterior walls (less likely with latex
paint)
Exposure of latex paint film to high humidity or moisture shortly after paint has
dried, especially if there was inadequate surface preparation

Applying oil based or alkyd paint over a damp or wet surface

Identifying Common Interior
Paint Defects/ Complaints
Possible causes of defect/complaint
Presentation of defect/complaint

Blistering

Blocking

   

  

    

 
Bl
Burnishing

Caulk failures

Blistering – Bubbles resulting from
localised loss of adhesion and lifting of
the paint film from the underlying
surface
Blocking – Undesirable sticking
together of two painted surfaces when
pressed together (e.g., a door sticking to
the jamb)
Burnishing - Increase in gloss or sheen
of paint film when subjected to rubbing,
scrubbing or having an object brush up
against it
Caulk failure – Loss of caulk's initial
adhesion and flexibility, causing it to
crack and / or pull away from the
surfaces to which it is applied
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Use of low solids "economy" paint

Failure to maintain a "wet edge" when painting

Excessive shaking of product

Applying a gloss or semi-gloss paint over a porous surface

Excessive rolling or brushing of the paint

Use of a roller cover with wrong nap length

Applying (especially rolling) paint too rapidly

Use of low quality paint or very old latex paints

Shaking a partially filled can of paint

Failure of previous coating

Excessive hardening and embrittlement of alkyd paint as the paint job ages

Inadequate surface preparation or applying the paint to bare wood without applying primer

Over-thinning or overspreading the paint

Use of lower quality paint that has inadequate adhesion and flexibility

Possible causes of defect/complaint
Presentation of defect/complaint

Cracking/ Flaking

Foaming & Cratering

    

      

 
Lapping

Cracking/ Flaking – The splitting of a dry
Lapping
paint
film through at least one coat leading
to complete failure
Foaming and Cratering – Formation of
bubbles (foaming) & resulting small round
concave depressions (cratering).
Lapping – Appearance of denser colour or
increased gloss where wet and dry layers
overlap during paint application.
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Use of the wrong type of roller cover or poor quality brush.

Re-brushing or re-rolling partially dried painted areas.

• Application of additional paint to "touch up" partially dried painted areas.
Application of additional paint to "touch up" partially dried painted areas.

Adding colorant to a non tintable paint or using the wrong type or level of
colorant, resulting in variation in colour (tinter floatation), depending on method of
application
Use of lower quality paint.

Usually a hiding (coverage) effect. Brushing will generally result in lower spread
rates than rolling, producing a thicker film and more hiding

Paint is allowed to build up in corners upon application

Paint applied too thickly, to improve inherent poor coverage)of lower quality paint

Paint applied too thickly, usually over a porous surface.

Painting over a substrate or coating on which mildew has not been removed.

Failure to prime bare wood surface before applying the paint

Use of an alkyd or oil-based paint, or lower quality latex paint.

Forms most often on areas that tend to be damp, or receive little or no direct
Sunlight (e.g., bathrooms, kitchens and laundry rooms).

Possible causes of defect/complaint
Presentation of defect/complaint

   
  



   

Mildew
Mud cracking

Picture
Framing
Poor Flow &
Levelling

Mildew – Black, grey or brown spots or
areas on the surface of paint or caulk.
Mud - cracking – Deep irregular cracks
resembling dried mud in dry paint film.
Picture Framing – An effect of nonuniformed colour that can resemble a
“frame of a picture”.
Poor Flow/ Levelling – Failure of a paint to
dry to a smooth film, resulting in brush/roller
marks in dried paint.
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Poor application resulting in lapping (see Lapping).

Failure to properly prime a porous surface, or surface with varying degrees of
porosity.

Uneven spread rate.

Use of an overly aggressive scrub medium (see Burnishing).

Inadequate dry time allowed after application of the paint before washing it

Choosing the wrong sheen for the area.

Putting a painted surface back into use before paint has fully dried

Use of low quality semi-gloss or gloss paint.

Application of paint at a higher spread rate than recommended

Use of a paint that is much lighter in colour than the substrate or that primarily
contains low-hiding organic pigments

Poor flow and levelling (see Poor Flow / Levelling).

Use of an improper combination of tinting base and tinting colour.

Use of low quality tools/wrong roller cover.

Use of low quality paint.

Possible causes of defect/complaint
Presentation of defect/complaint

     

 

  



Poor Opacity
Poor Print
Resistance

Poor Scrub
Removal
Poor Sheen
Uniformity

Poor Opacity/ Hiding - Failure of dried
paint to obscure or "hide" the surface to
which it is applied
Poor Print Resistance - Tendency of
paint film to take on the imprint of an
object that is placed on it
Poor Scrub Resistance - Wearing
away/ removal of paint film when
scrubbed with brush, sponge, or cloth
Poor sheen uniformity - Shiny spots or
dull spots (also known as "flashing") on a
painted surface, also known as uneven
gloss

Presentation of defect/complaint

Painting over a contaminated surface (e.g., dirt or wax).

Painting during extremely hot weather or cool damp weather, causes the paint
film to dry faster on top than on the bottom.

Paint applied too thickly more likely when using oil-based paints.

tan or brown spots or areas, can at times be glossy, soapy or sticky

Airless spraying with the gun too close to the substrate being painted

Application of incorrectly thinned paint

Application in excessively humid and/or cool conditions

Application of a heavy coat of paint

Use of exterior paint on an interior surface

Use of incorrect rolling technique

Use of low quality roller cover

Use of lower grades of paint

Use of incorrect roller cover.

Application of paint to un-primed substrate

Use of lower quality paint that is porous in nature

Possible causes of defect/complaint
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Poor Stain
Resistance

Roller Marks/
Stipple

Roller
Splattering

Sagging

Surfactant
Leaching

Wrinkling

Poor Stain Resistance - Failure of the
paint to resist absorption of dirt and
stains
Roller marks/ Stipple – Unintentional
textured pattern left in the paint by the
roller
Roller Splattering - Tendency of a
roller to throw off small droplets of
paint during application
Sagging - Downward "drooping"
movement of the paint film immediately
after application, resulting in an
uneven coating
Surfactant Leaching - Concentration
of water-soluble ingredients on the
surface of a latex paint.
Wrinkling - A rough, crinkled paint
surface, which occurs when uncured
paint forms a "skin."
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Over-coating of previous coats before they have dried properly.

Poorly prepared surface with contamination such as oil, grease, polish or silicone

Painting over vinyl wallpaper that has not been sealed with a pigmented sealer.

High humidity during drying period

In very old solvent based products, the effectiveness of the driers in paint (help
the paint dry) reduces with time

Paint was applied in late afternoon or evening

Insufficient heat to help paint film cure

After painting, all windows and doors are closed in painted area restricting airflow
to help paint film cure

Substrate temperature is very cool

Air temperature is very cool

Paint has not been left to cure for the correct drying period

Lack of light (e.g., behind pictures or appliances, inside closets, etc.).

Heat from stoves, radiators and heating ducts

Oxidation of alkyd or oil-based paint or varnish

Possible causes of defect/complaint
Presentation of defect/complaint

Yellowing

  

 

 

Not Drying/Tackiness

Cissing

Yellowing - Development of a yellow
cast in aging paint; most noticeable in
the dried films of white paints or clear
varnishes
Not Drying/Tackiness - After leaving
the paint film for the recommended
drying period, the paint film still appears
to be wet or is tacky
Cissing - Appearance of paint that has
receded from the surface to form small
craters or bare areas

Paint stored on cold concrete floors.

   


Presentation of defect/complaint

Bitty Paint Film

Paint tin lid is left off for a long period of time while in use

Addition of incorrect thinner to the paint. i.e. Turps to water based paint or
vice versa

Manufacturing defect.

Dust caught up in paint brush hairs

Poor dusting of previously sanded surface prior to application

Bits of dust settling on paint film when it is still wet

Possible causes of defect/complaint

 

Bodying or Thickening of
Paint

Bitty Paint Film - Once cured, the dry
paint film appears to be bitty, (have bits in
it) and in severe cases can give
sandpaper like appearance
Bodying or Thickening of Paint- Paint
appears to be thickening up in the can on
its own.
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